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Fractal Technologies nominates D’GIPRO Design
Automation & Marketing PVT. LTD as distributor
for India
Both Fractal Technologies and D’GIPRO are convinced that customers and prospects in India
will benefit from this cooperation. Fractal’s proven technology and the local support from
D’GIPRO will be a guarantee for a successful implementation of the Crossfire products at
customer’s site.
“We are very happy that D’GIPRO has decided to join forces with the Fractal team to
introduce our products and technology in India” says Rene Donkers, Managing Partner of
Fractal Technologies.
“The strong relationship with our customers will allow a fast introduction of the Crossfire
products” says Suresh Kumar, Director Sales of D’GIPRO.

About Crossfire
Crossfire reports mismatches or modelling errors for Libraries and IP which can seriously
delay an IC design project.
Library and IP integrity checking has become a mandatory step for a “state of the art” deep
submicron design:
- The sheer number of different views
- The complexity of the views (ECSM, CCS)
- The loss of valuable design time
- Time to market
- …
Crossfire helps CAD teams and IC designers in achieving a high quality of design data in a
short time.
Crossfire assures that the information represented across the various views is consistent and
does not contain anomalies.
Crossfire usability features
- Graphical setup creation & run environment as well as batch runs
- Powerful hierarchical configuration language supporting macro functions
- Graphical debugging (message > double click > open relevant views)
- Graphical output filtering (zoom in on cells/formats/error-types)
- Automatic setup feature

Crossfire integration features
- API for creating database independent checks, available in: Perl, Tcl and Python
- Existing customer validation scripts can be integrated
- Visualisation messages/results from customer scripts (double click opens message)
Crossfire Interview
- Visualization and browsing of database contents
- Opens e.g. LEF, GDS, CDB, OA and Milky Way views in a single window

About Fractal Technologies
Fractal Technologies is a privately held company with offices in San Carlos, California and
Eindhoven, the Netherlands. The company was founded by a small group of highly
recognized EDA professionals.

About D’GIPRO
D’GIPRO Design Automation and Marketing Pvt. Ltd., head quartered in Bangalore was
established in the year 1987, making a modest beginning with the sales, marketing and
support of ECAD tools from M/s Daisy Systems, USA (later renamed as DAZIX).
D’GIPRO has come a long way since, today, we represent top notch EDA companies in India,
with the distribution rights for niche VLSI, FPGA and system design and implementation
tools. With offices at New Delhi, Hyderabad and Bangalore covering the entire Hi-tech
regions of India and a strong team of Field Applications Engineer’s to provide pre and post
sales technical support, D’GIPRO, has gained the recognition of being a leading EDA
solutions provider in India.
D’GIPRO’s VLSI training centre at Bangalore has been providing high quality specialized
training in VLSI design, covering all aspects of the design flow. D’GIPRO has trained over
1000 VLSI engineers for leading design houses such as ST-Micro-Electronics, TI-India,
Philips India, IBM, Broadcom etc.
D’GIPRO Corporate Office:
Plot No. 84, Deep Towers, EPIP, Whitefield Industrial Area, Bangalore 560066, India
Phone: 91-80-6717 1126 or 6717 1143 Email: sales@dgipro-design.com

